Theorem.
We are given a closed, strictly convex body C with N lattice points (i.e. points with integer coordinates) on its surface. If S(C) denotes the surface content of the boundary of C, then there exists a constant k(n) depending only on » such that S(C) > k(n)Wn+»in, where n denotes the dimensionality of space.
We shall now prove four lemmas and then prove this theorem. 
Thus
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Since 2~li mll2r"im) is a positive, increasing function of N, we have a £ m>i2rnim) > c(m)A("+1>'*> for all A.
q.e.d.
The following lemmas will concern a closed, strictly convex body C. We shall be given the fact that C contains N lattice points on its boundary. We shall call the set of boundary lattice points £(A) and shall assume that not all members of £(A) are linearly dependent. If all members of £(A^) were linearly dependent, we would only need to consider a space of lower dimensionality. We need only show that all members of £(A) are vertices of (£o)°. Let £G£(A).
Choose a regular supporting hyperplane 5"_i to C at P. Any twodimensional segment Si which contains P either lies in S"-i or it does not. If Si lies in S"-i, then the only point of (£o)° contained by Ji is P. Thus points of the exterior of (£o)£ are contained by si. If Si doesn't lie on S"_i, the part of Si lies on the opposite of 5"_i from (£o)¡J. Thus, again, points of the exterior of (Po)n are contained by Si. Hence no segment completely on the boundary of (Po)n contains P. Thus P is a vertex of (Po)n. q.e.d.
In the next lemma, we multiply each linear dimension of space by 3. In this way, (Po)" is transformed into a similar polytope (Po)n. We shall denote the set of vertices of (Po)bn by B'(N). Since every vertex of (Po)" will be congruent with all the other members of B'(N) modulo 3, the surface content of (Po)n will be 3"-1 times that of (Po)an. Lemma 3. It is possible to form from (Po)n a convex polytope, (Po)en, in the interior of (Po)n with lattice point vertices and with at least N (« -l)-boundaries where N is the number of vertices of (Po)".
Proof. In forming (Po)n, we have multiplied every linear dimension of space by 3. Thus, each segment between two vertices of (Po)" will be divided into thirds by two lattice points. Let us form a set 2 consisting of these two lattices points taken from each segment between two vertices of (Po)n. We define (Po)n as the convex cover of 2. The polytope (Po)" is in the interior of (Po)" by construction.
Clearly only members of 2 are vertices of (Po)"
[2, pp. 24 and 29].
Pick a point X in the interior of (Po)cn. Clearly (Po)°n has an interior for no edge of (Po)n is completely destroyed in the formation of (Po)n, and not all members of B'(N) are linearly dependent so that (Po)" has an interior.
We shall now show that any member of B'(N) is in the exterior of (Po)e". Let us choose a regular supporting hyperplane Sn'_i to (Po)n at any member of B'(N), say P. We see that all members of 2 lie on one side of 5"'_i and none onS"'_i. Therefore, P is neither in nor on the convex cover of 2.
It follows from the above that the segment PX intersects the boundary of (Po)n in a single point for each P£P'(A7).
Assume that PEB'(N) and QEB'(N). We shall now show that the segments PX and QX do not intersect the same (w -1)-boundary of (Po)". Assume that PX and QX intersect the same (« -l)-boundary/"'_i of (Po)cn. Let us consider the hyperplane S'n'_i containing fñ-i. The segment PC contains two members of 2 by definition. However, the convex cover of 2 is either on S"'_! or on the opposite side of S'n'-i from P and Q, a contradiction.
Hence to each segment PX for PEB'(N) corresponds a single («-l)-boundary of (PoYn.
Thus (Po)n satisfies all the conditions of the lemma, q.e.d. (m -1)!
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem. We shall restate it here for convenience.
Theorem.
We are given a closed, strictly convex body C with N lattice points on its surface. If 5(C) denotes the surface content of the boundary of C, then there exists a constant kin) depending only on n such that SiC) > kin)N("+»i", where n denotes the dimensionality of space.
Note. In this proof we shall use the fact that if one convex body is contained in another, then the first has smaller surface area (content) than the second [l, p. 47]. This follows from Cauchy's surface area formula.
We shall start the proof assuming that from C we have constructed (Ai+ A2+ ■ ■ ■ + An).
(«-1)1
Thus by Lemma 4, there will be no more than r"(l) simplexes among those chosen of content l/(w -1) ! ; there will be no more than r" (2) We may now easily verify the inequality stated at the beginning of this paper. Since/(xi, ■ • • , x") = Pis homogeneous we see that its surface content is given by ¿'R"'1. Thus by the above theorem,
